Purpose-Clarify which DNA double strand break repair pathway, non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ), homologous recombination repair (HRR) or both, plays a key role in potentially lethal damage repair (PLDR).
Introduction
When targeted by ionizing radiation (IR), DNA generates base damage, single strand breaks (SSB) and double strand breaks (DSB). DSB are much less than IR-induced base damage and SSB; however, DSB is the major cause for IR-induced cell killing. Irradiated cell survival depends mainly on IR dose and the efficient DSB repair. In general, 10 Gy is the lethal dose for all types of mammalian cells. By adjusting the cell culture conditions post IR or splitting one dose into two exposures below a lethal dose; however, more cells can survive. The former is termed "potentially lethal damage repair (PLDR)" (Belli et al. 1969 , Phillips et al. 1966 , and the latter is termed "sublethal damage repair (SLDR)" (Elkind et al. 1959) . Adjusting cell culture conditions post IR for PLDR mainly occurs by affecting the normal cell cycle progression, which includes treating cells with certain metabolic inhibitors, culturing cells in a low concentration of serum medium or growing the cells to a plateau phase, etc. (Bedford 1991 , Iliakis 1988 , Little 1969 . The majority of SLDR completes within 2 h post first dose of IR exposure (Elkind et al. 1959) . Both PLDR and SLDR reflect a conditional promoted repair since both cases result in greater cell survival after the same dose that represent the same yield of DNA DSB.
There are two main DNA DSB repair pathways: non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombination repair (HRR) in mammalian cells. Comparing the two pathways, NHEJ does not need a homologue template at the DNA DSB end, and is fast as well as independent of the cell cycle (Rothkamm et al. 2003) . Different from NHEJ, HRR needs an extended template for a sister chromatin exchange and is more efficient in the S/G2 phases (Jackson et al. 2009 , Rothkamm et al. 2003 . A recent study reported that SLDR could not be observed in NHEJ deficient CHO cells (Somaiah et al. 2013 ), suggesting that NHEJ is the major pathway for SLDR, and we used different repair deficient mouse or human cell lines to further demonstrate that SLDR depends mainly on NHEJ (Liu et al. 2015) . Since it remains unclear which repair pathway, NHEJ or HRR, or both contributes to PLDR (Hall et al. 2010) , although different groups reported that some DNA repair related factors affect the efficiency of PLDR (Arlett et al. 1984 , Autsavapromporn et al. 2013 , Boothman et al. 1989 , Riballo et al. 2004 , Wilson et al. 1989 , it is also necessary to clarify this issue. Combining the published data from other group and our recent data strongly support the conclusion that similar to SLDR, PLDR also uses NHEJ as its main repair pathway and is independent of HRR. We briefly discuss here, possible reasons why NHEJ may play an essential role in SLDR and PLDR. Clinical radiotherapy is closely associated with SLDR (for fractionated IR) and PLDR (hypoxia in big solid tumors is a resistant factor to radiotherapy); therefore, clarifying the major repair pathway for SLDR and PLDR will improve radiotherapy.
Both SLDR and PLDR depend mainly on NHEJ
Recently our SLDR survival experiments not only confirmed previously published CHO cell results (Somaiah et al. 2013 ), but also verified the results in mouse and human cells (Liu et al. 2015) . These results clarify that NHEJ is the major pathway for SLDR (Liu et al. 2015) . Using the same cell lines (wild type, HRR deficient and NHEJ deficient CHO, mouse and human cells), we performed PLDR survival experiments and obtained similar results to SLDR. The data regarding NHEJ deficient cell lines did not show efficient PLDR, whichconfirmed the results previously reported by another group .
Interestingly, it is known that both SLDR and PLDR dramatically decreased in heavy ion (high-linear energy transfer (LET) IR)-irradiated cells as compared to low-LET irradiated cells (Hall et al. 1975 , Tsujii et al. 2014 ). Previously our group as well as other groups have shown that the enhanced relative biological effectiveness (RBE) on survival in high-LET irradiated cells is via interfering with NHEJ (Lind et al. 2003 , Okayasu 2006 ), but not via affecting HRR , Wang et al. 2010 , Zafar et al. 2010 ).
These results indicate that high-LET irradiated cells depend more on HRR to repair DNA DSB and maintain their survival. We have observed that cells deficient in HRR are more sensitive to high-LET IR and showed higher RBE on their survival versus wild type cells ). These results provide additional evidence to support that HRR does not affect PLDR. Based on these data, we conclude that both NHEJ but not HRR is the major pathway for both SLDR and PLDR (Figure 1 ).
Possible reasons why NHEJ repairs SLD and PLD
Although it is impossible to clearly elucidate why NHEJ is the major repair pathway for SLD and PLD without further studies, below we provide two possible reasons to explain the relationship between SLDR/PLDR and NHEJ based on the published data and our experience.
G1 phase cells prefer to use NHEJ immediately post-IR
It is known that HRR requires DNA templates and is efficient in the S/G2 phase but NHEJ is independent of the cell cycle (Jackson et al. 2009 , Rothkamm et al. 2003 . In general, mammalian cells under normal conditions have ≥ 70% in the G1 phase. It is efficient for mammalian cells using the NHEJ pathway to repair DNA DSB immediately post-IR exposure. In addition, although both NHEJ and HRR are required to maintain irradiated cell survival (Couedel et al. 2004 , NHEJ and HRR compete as well as inhibit each other (Allen et al. 2002 , Kim et al. 2005 , Sonoda et al. 2006 ), suggesting that a preferred choice between the two repair pathways under varying conditions and time points post-IR exposure exists in irradiated cells. It has also been known for many years that IR reduces DNA replication initiation (Little 1968 ), which reflects an active cell response to help irradiated cell survival (Hartwell et al. 1989 ). These results indicate that immediately following IR, mammalian cells reduce their entrance the S phase and increase their G1 phase ratio, which also benefits cells that choose NHEJ. Therefore, maximizing cell survival following radiation, it is reasonable that mammalian cells prefer using NHEJ to HRR immediately following IR exposure.
Reduced disturbance of irradiated cells is a key requirement for SLDR and PLDR
Although SLDR and PLDR reflect different repair conditions post-IR exposure, one common feature is that both SLDR and PLDR occur when plated cells for a clonogenic assay is delayed. In addition, we observed a significant increase in survival during the delay plating with wild type or HRR deficient cells but not NHEJ deficient cells at exponential growth conditions, which is similar to that observed for PLDR (at dense-growth conditions) (our unpublished data). Therefore, the key requirement for SLDR and PLDR is actually to "delay plating cells for a clonogenic assay post-IR exposure". More specifically, reduced disturbance to irradiated cells is essential for SLDR and PLDR, which could be due to NHEJ occurring more efficiently in consistent conditions although nutrition deficiencies affect NHEJ less than HRR. Immediate plating changes the cell environment, cell shape, chromatin structure and the relationship between non-rejoined DNA ends, which reduces the efficiency of NHEJ. In addition, immediate plating stimulates more cells to enter the S phase, which may induce more inhibitory effects on NHEJ from the HRR process during the S phase since it is known that NHEJ efficiency is inhibited by HRR (Allen et al. 2002) . Of course, additional studies are needed to explore other possible reasons for this.
The relevance of SLDR and PLDR to clinical radiotherapy
Delayed plating cells (reduce disturbance of cell condition) post-IR exposure is essential for SLDR and PLDR. However, immediately plating the cells (also reducing disturbance of cell condition) post-IR exposure reflects a human-controlled in vitro process. In fact, irradiated patient tumors are not immediately affected by such disturbances, which results in repair including SLDR and PLDR that occur within a few hours post-IR exposure. Although IRinduced re-oxygenation and re-assortment (redistribution of the cell cycle) occurs a few hours post-IR, as well as repopulation that occurs several weeks post-IR exposure can also affect the repair efficiency, such effects are much different than the effects after immediately plating in vitro. As we mentioned above, immediate plating affects the cell shape, chromatin structure and relationship between non-rejoined DNA ends, which reduces the efficiency of NHEJ. Therefore, in general, SLDR and PLDR should exist in tumors during radiotherapy, which mainly depends on NHEJ. Blocking NHEJ will inhibit SLDR and PLDR, which can sensitize tumors to radiotherapy although the final radiotherapy results on locally controlled tumors not only depends on NHEJ-mediated SLDR and PLDR, but also depends on the HRR efficiency as well as the genetic background of tumors, which may affect NHEJ, HRR or both.
Taken together, NHEJ is the preferred choice for immediate repair of DNA DSB post-IR exposure. To clarify the important role that NHEJ plays in SLDR and PLDR will help to improve radiotherapy. Outline the choice of the DNA DSB repair pathway for SLDR and PLDR. Sublethal Damage Repair (SLDR) denotes the phenomenon that cell survival increases when irradiated with split doses compared to a single dose of irradiation. Potential Lethal Damage Repair (PLDR) denotes the phenomenon that survival of stationary-phase cells increases under delayed plating cells after irradiation, compared to immediate plating cells. Both SLDR and PLDR effects depend on the fast, cell cycle independent and simple NHEJ pathway but not the slow, S/G2 phase-dependent and complex HRR pathway.
